Distills the most vital content from the esteemed three-volume parent text, Walsh & Hoyt's Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology, widely acknowledged as the definitive reference in the field, to bring you just the practical, hands-on information you need to effectively evaluate and manage the majority of neuro-ophthalmic conditions.

A concise, intuitive organization speeds your access to today’s best know-how, so you can efficiently provide optimal care to your patients.

Features:
- Make the best use of the newest imaging techniques, including OCT, high-resolution CT/MRI, and multifocal ERG.
- Manage the full gamut of neuro-ophthalmological disorders with the aid of five sections that thoroughly cover the afferent visual system, the pupil, the efferent (oculomotor) system, the eyelid, and non-organic disorders.
- Glean information at a glance through a highly visual presentation that includes clear diagrams, tables, and images, many now in color.